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Beyond Little Hearts For His Glory

An Exciting First or Second Grade Program about
devoted pioneers and patriots striving for new beginnings...

written for 6-8 year olds to enjoy!

What can be more exciting than traveling to an 
unknown place, settling an unfamiliar land, or 
building a brand new nation? All of this adventure 
is awaiting your children in the 
pages of Beyond Little Hearts for
His Glory! This heartfelt program 
will have your children cheering 
on the pioneers, pilgrims, puritans, 
patriots, and presidents, who 
worked tirelessly and fearlessly 
to gain the freedom America 
still enjoys today. Your children 
will remember early American 
History, from 1565 -1865, as a 

time full of
travels, trials, 
and triumphs. 

Most important of all, your 
children will recognize God’s 

hand at work in it all, helping 
ordinary people from 

humble beginnings become 
faith-filled leaders, risking 
everything to build a new 

nation founded upon God’s 
enduring promise of hope.

Beyond Little 
Hearts for His 
Glory show-

cases 34 units with complete plans to help your 
children master the necessary fundamentals of 
“Learning Through History” and “Learning the 

Basics”.
Teaching first or second grade 
could not be simpler or more 
gratifying, and you can rest more 
easily knowing that all the bases 
are covered with this double 
approach to learning!

During the “Learning Through 
History” part of the program, 
your child will gain a chronological 
overview of early American 
history from 1565-1865. History 
will become exciting for your 
children in a memorable way 

as they bui ld clay canoes l ike the pioneers
from France, create a tasty American flag to eat, 
practice military commands from the Revolutionary 
War, bake a simple cornbread to serve President 
Washington, follow a marked trail along the 
Wilderness Road, and do many more special 
activities as they celebrate new beginnings with 
early Americans!

But that’s not all… the “Learning Through 
History” theme helps your child make other 
important connections too! Timeline activities, 
classic poems, simple art projects, hands-on 
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science experiments, and engaging geography
activities all match the history theme and help your 
children delve into their more creative side. The Bible 
memory work, narrative devotional, and sing-along 
music help your child make personal connections 
with the history theme too. The Visual History 
Set uses gorgeously illustrated picture books to 
enhance the history study. Forget about history being 
something you just read about, Beyond Little Hearts 
for His Glory will have your children “experiencing” it!

The “Learning the Basics” part of Beyond Little 
Hearts for His Glory is best-loved for its flexibility 
in language arts and math. If you’ve ever dreamed 
of a program that you could customize to tailor-
fit your child’s needs, this is the area you’ll fall in 
love with! Do you have an emerging reader? An 
independent reader? An advanced reader? Don’t 
worry. Beyond’s…got you covered. 

How about math? Do you need some options 
there? Beyond’s…already planned for that. What 
about read-alouds? Attracted to the classics, boy 
interest books, girl interest books, or just wanting 
to pick your own books? No problem. Beyond’s… 
thought of that too. Having choices for your child in 
language arts and math is pretty important – so it’s 

no surprise this is a highly valued part of the program!
With all of these wonderful components, you must 

be starting to wonder how much time all of this will take? 
Well, there’s no need to worry about that – Beyond Little 
Hearts for His Glory is written with the busy homeschool 
teacher in mind. If you’ve got 2 to 2½ hours a 
day, you’ve got enough time for this program. There 
are no “time-wasters” here… so gone are your days of 
rushing to the grocery store for materials, or racing to 
the library for books. Convenient packages of resources 
and the use of only materials you’d typically find at 
home make this program perfect 
for HOMEschoolers! Another 
timesaver is the easy daily plans 
laid out in a two-page, simple 
boxed format. This allows you to 
do school all in one sitting, or 
divide it by spacing out the 9 
boxes of plans throughout the 
day. If ever there 
was truly an open -
and-go guide, 
Beyond Little 
Hearts for His 
Glory is it!

Beyond Little Hearts For His Glory
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“When I opened Beyond Little Hearts for His 
Glory, I was completely thrilled and at ease. It 

was EXACTLY what I thought it would be, and 
MORE!  Did I mention that my dear husband 

was absolutely happy to see me all prepared for 
school tomorrow in less than 5 minutes! He 

couldn’t believe that I was ready. ”
Mindi in Cascade, WI

“We have loved Beyond Little Hearts for His 
Glory. My favorite part is the way history 
is tied into the other subjects.  The Bible 

verses have been wonderful and are helping 
my children hide God’s word in their 

hearts.”
Melissa in Midlothian, TX

“Currently we are doing Beyond Little Hearts 
for His Glory and today when my 1st grader 
was finishing up school I said “We still have 

history” and pulled out the American Pioneers 
and Patriots book, and he smiled and said “OH, 

that’s fun”!  He loves everything about your 
program which makes me a pleased parent.”

Penny in Iron Mountain, MI

“We are now in our second 
week, and all my children are 
loving school, and I know that 
your program has helped me 

to provide them all the best 
(with much less prep work 

on my part, and more time to 
actually enjoy doing school!).  

Add my name to the list of very 
appreciative homeschooling 
moms who really value the 
products you’re providing. 

My children now think school is 
fun again! Thank you again!”
Angela in Salt Lake City, UT

“I am currently using Beyond Little Hearts for 
His Glory. There are two things I love about it. 
The lesson plans are easy to follow, and they 

include all the goals and objectives required by 
my state that my first grader should know at 
the end of the school year. I am very pleased 

with the results I have gotten. 
Thank you so much for 

providing this curriculum 
for moms like me. It is 

awesome.”
Tammy in Hudson, North 

Carolina

Comments

Now, how about looking over what other 
homeschoolers are saying about

Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory!
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Come and take a peek inside
the Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory Teacher’s Guide! 

History stories read aloud four days in each unit provide 
a glimpse into early American history.  A weekly Bible 
passage wraps up each unit by focusing on an example of 
Godly character that corresponds with the history stories.

Hands-on art, geography, timeline, science, and history 
activities rotate through this box in the plans each unit.  
These coordinate with the history stories.  A science text 
connection also reinforces the science activities.

A different classic poem is introduced each unit.  Poems, 
provided in Copy the Classics, reinforce the history theme 
and are used for copywork.

Within each unit students discuss and memorize a Bible 
verse, read and apply a devotional, and focus on a Bible 
passage that corresponds with the history stories.

Musical selections from Hide ‘Em in Your Heart: Volume II by Steve 
Green correspond with Bible memory verses in program.

Four days in each unit include spelling activities.  A choice 
of two different word lists for each unit is provided in the 
Appendix.  The fifth day in each unit provides a gentle 
lesson on basic grammar, mechanics, or usage.

Nine different types of literature are studied within the 
storytime box of the plans.  Lessons on genre, story 
elements, narration, and Godly character traits are  
included with the read-alouds for each unit.

Choose a phonics program for a beginning reader.  For an 
emerging reader, use Emerging Reader’s Set 1 or Set 2.

Short, hands-on math lessons are provided three times each
week to go with Singapore Primary Mathematics 1A/1B.  A
schedule for Singapore 2A/2B is provided in the Appendix.  Math
with Confidence and Apologia Math are also choices for this guide.
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New Guide Coming
See website for samples

Note: The Visual History Set is being added to this guide’s plans.
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How to Order Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory

Looking to order Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory? Simply follow the 8 steps below to build your child’s 
curriculum. Begin with Step 1 to get your Economy Package, which includes the Teacher’s Guide for all 
subjects. Then, follow the remaining steps to get everything you need! Each numbered step is more fully 
explained in the pages that follow.

This guide is ideally suited for students in grades 1-2. Units include plans for five days a week, taking 2 to 
2 ½ hours a day for students to complete all subjects.

Note: If you are just looking for consumables, you can jump to Step 8.

Economy Package
History, Geography, Bible, Grammar

Handwriting, Spelling, Art, Poetry

Phonics Rescue
Phonics for Struggling Readers

Phonics

Consumables

Read-AloudsEmerging Reader’s Set Basic Package
Science, Devotions, Music, Math

Visual History Set

HOD has been great 
for our family. The 
balance of learning 

styles (kinetic, reading, 
writing, oral narration) 
has been a great fit for 
my boys, and we love 

the read alouds. 
Rikki in Cohoes, 

New York
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This guide is at the very core of the program. It has 34 
weeks of motivating “open and go” lesson plans, and 
each day of plans is neatly shown on two pages. This 
thorough and easy-to-use guide can be used for one 
year of daily first or second grade sessions. Each day of 
plans lasts about 2 to 2 ½ hours, and “boxes” of plans 

can be spaced throughout the day as needed. This guide helps you 
cherish the time with your 6-8 year olds. ($94.95)

Children living during the colonial period had a spirit 
of determination to support the cause of liberty. These 
appealing stories will help your child understand and value 
the blessings of freedom and liberty. ($16.50)

This beautifully-designed, full-color Copy the Classics 
Notebook provides a valuable tool that makes copywork 
a breeze! Designed to accompany the “Poetry and 
Rhymes” plans in Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory, this 
notebook divides copywork into bite-sized pieces. Each 
unit introduces a different classic poem with 4 days of 

copywork to complete. The built-in copywork progression helps students 
gradually improve their writing skills, including writing with proper size and 
spacing. Copy the Classics makes copywork easy! ($37.95)

Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory 
Teacher’s Guide 

This whole package is a necessary, 
fundamental part of Beyond Little Hearts 

for His Glory. This competatively-priced economy package includes 
the Beyond... Teacher’s Guide, American Pioneers and Patriots, Stories of 
the Pilgrims, Boys and Girls of Colonial Days, and Copy the Classics. Each 
resource of the Economy Package is described below. All items are also 
sold individually, ages 6-8. ($166.41)

Economy Package

American Pioneers and Patriots

Stories of the Pilgrims

Boys and Girls of Colonial Days

Copy the Classics 

This living book is full of exciting stories about the growth 
of the United States. Each story is charmingly told from 
the perspective of young Americans. Your children will 
imagine themselves in the place of those who lived during 

this time and will begin to understand how God’s gifts of faith, courage, 
and determination transformed pioneers into patriots. ($25.20)

1

Phonics2

Now that you’re excited to start your child’s discovery of
Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory, what do you need to begin?

Get ready to be inspired with stories about how God raised up 
a tiny band of faithful Christians to triumph over persecution, 
hunger, and numerous hardships, and to ultimately establish 
Biblical Christianity in the New World. ($14.50)

Phonics is an incredibly personal decision, so Beyond 
Little Hearts for His Glory lets you make that choice 

yourself! Choose one phonics program here, or use your own. For 
students who have already completed most of their phonics instruction, 
we recommend using the Emerging Reader’s Set 1 or Set 2 instead.  You 
will learn more about the Emerging Reader’s Sets in Step 4.

SAVE  $22.69
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Sound Bytes Reading

Blast Off to Reading

Sound Bytes Reading is a stand-alone program that makes 
phonics easy to understand and easy to teach. It produces 
results for struggling readers, for those who need to finish 
phonics, or for older ESL learners. Sound Bytes Reading is a 
dynamic way to teach your students aged 7-11 how to read. 
Most students are able to complete the program in just four 

months, with 15 to 30 minutes of instruction per day. ($27.00)

Blast Off to Reading is a stand-alone program for children ages 
7-13, who are reading below grade level. Ideal for students 
with dyslexia, speech delays, auditory processing disorder 
(APD), and other learning difficulties, this multisensory, Orton-

Gillingham-based program will systematically teach your child to read in 
just 50 lessons. Easy-to-implement workbook lessons require little to no 
lesson planning, starting from the most basic sound units and moving to 
multi-syllable, complex words. Spelling is also addressed. ($39.95)

Phonics Rescue for Struggling Readers

Learn to Read for Kids with Dyslexia Package
Volumes 1-2 feature more than 100 colorful games 
and activities in each volume. These work together 
to strengthen auditory processing skills and support 
letter formation in writing. Most importantly, they make 
beginning reading fun! These books can be used to 
strengthen needed skills or be added to any reading 

program – simply do one short activity a day! Learn to Read for Kids with 
Dyslexia Package includes Vol. 1 & Vol. 2 for ages 6-9 ($35.98) SAVE $4.00

The Reading Lesson

Reading Made Easy

Miss Rhonda’s Readers

This user-friendly phonics program includes 20 simple lessons 
that are approximately 20 pages each.  For children 5 and 
under, cover two pages per day.  For children 6 and over, 
cover three or more pages a day.  No longer than 5-7 minutes 
should be spent on a page, and lessons should be under 

fifteen minutes in length.  Ages 4-7 ($49.95) 

This phonics program includes 108 lessons and is fully scripted. 
The author recommends covering three 30 minute lessons each 
week with review between lessons. This allows your child to finish 
this program in a typical school year; however, the author firmly 
emphasizes pacing the program as needed to help the child 

be successful.  Reading Made Easy Guide ($66.95) Reading Made Easy Combo 
Package includes Reading Made Easy Guide and 4 Student Activity Books 
($134.78) SAVE $14.98 Reading Made Easy Student Activity Books Package 
includes all 4 Student Activity Books ($74.72) SAVE $8.28

These full-color books for beginning readers use 
phonetically correct words, so kids can sound out 
complete sentences.  With fun, child-friendly plots 
written by a Montessori teacher, these readers 
help kids take joy in reading right from the start! 
These books can be used alongside any phonics 

program. Each package comes with a progress chart with stickers as well 
as a schedule for using these books with Real Phonics and The Reading 
Lesson. Real Phonics only uses Set 1 of Miss Rhonda’s Readers. The Reading 
Lesson requires Miss Rhonda’s Superset Package. 
Add-on Option 1: Miss Rhonda’s Readers Set 1 & 2 Package ($45.71) SAVE $5.08 
Add-on Option 2: Miss Rhonda’s Chapter Books Package ($28.12) SAVE $3.12 
Add-on Option 3: Miss Rhonda’s Readers Superset Package ($78.33) SAVE $8.70

This beginning phonics program teaches kids to sound 
out words in vibrant stories that slowly increase in 
complexity. No prep, 1-page plans, flashcards, ABC/writing 
practice, and 190 full-color stories make this 2-book set a 
favorite! After Real Phonics Books 1-2, move into Lesson 9 
of The Reading Lesson. Ages 4-7 ($34.99 each or $62.98 for 
the pair, SAVE $7) 

Real Phonics

3
Miss Rhonda’s Readers Superset Package
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The Early Reader’s Bible

Daily Schedule: Emerging Reader’s Set 1

Sail Into the Sunset Progress Chart

The Big Balloon Race

The Beginner’s Bible

Prairie School

Owl at Home

Wagon Wheels

Amelia Bedelia

This Bible features 64 easy-to-read Bible stories, based 
on the most common words used in early reader books. 
($18.99)

The Daily Schedule Includes assigned readings for all 14 
books in the Emerging Reader’s Set 1. This full-color schedule 
lists the pages your child reads aloud each day, brief 
discussion questions to check comprehension, and short 

weekly narration prompts. Additionally, this handy reading schedule 
includes optional supplemental book titles for each week. ($24.95)

Sail Into the Sunset encourages young readers to track their 
progress as they enjoy reading their way through Emerging 
Reader’s Set 1! Specifically designed to match these books, 
this vibrantly-colored progress chart provides stickers as 
incentives for budding young readers. ($5.99)

Ariel longs to be in the basket of Lucky Star in the big balloon 
race against Bernard the Brave. Her mother is the best lady 
balloonist in America – will young Ariel get to go? ($5.99)

Written for early readers, The Beginner’s Bible has a higher 
reading level than The Early Reader’s Bible. It has vibrant new 
illustrations, text, and stories. ($18.99)

Noah loves living on the prairie in the 1880’s. When 
Aunt Dora comes from the East to teach him, he sees 
no need to learn. He finally realizes his aunt can open a 
world beyond the prairie to him. ($4.99)

Owl lives by himself in a warm little house. One evening 
he invites Winter to sit by the fire. Another time he finds 
strange bumps in his bedroom. This book will have you 
smiling all the way through! ($4.99)

All year, Frog and Toad are always together. 
There is a wise and wonderful story for each 
season. You will laugh along with Frog and 
Toad! (each $4.99)

First Flight

Christian Liberty Nature Reader - Book One

Tornado

When twelve-year-old Tom hears that Wilbur and Orville 
Wright are building a flying machine, he can’t wait to try 
it. ($4.99)

Delight in God’s creation by reading about fascinating 
creatures such as wasps, bees, spiders, prairie animals, 
oysters, snails, and many others. ($13.35)

While waiting for a storm to pass, the family farmhand 
tells stories of his childhood and his dog Tornado. ($6.99)

The Muldie boys and their father have come a long 
way for free land. When Dad moves on to build them a 
home, the boys must care for themselves and face the 
wilderness alone. ($4.99)

Amelia Bedelia is a housekeeper who takes her instruc-
tions literally, which leads to some funny messes.  ($4.99)

The Emerging Reader’s Set 1 includes 14 books along with a choice 
of ONE of two suggested Bibles, a daily schedule with questions and 
narration starters, and a progress chart with stickers.

Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory Resources

Each Emerging Reader’s Set 
provides a collection of well-

loved books for your child to read aloud to you. Books gradually increase 
in difficulty throughout the year to strengthen your child’s reading 
ability. The Emerging Reader’s Set 1 is for children who have completed 
most of their phonics instruction and are at the early reader level. This set 
is shown below. The Emerging Reader’s Set 2 is for children who can read 
beginning chapter books. This set is featured on page 50.  Each set comes 
with its own year-long, daily schedule and includes a progress chart with 
stickers to track your child’s progress. 
Emerging Reader’s Set 1 with The Early Readers Bible. ($96.00) SAVE $35.51 
Emerging Reader’s Set 1 with The Beginner’s Bible. ($96.00) SAVE $35.51

Emerging Reader’s Set4

Little House Animal Adventures

The Bears On Hemlock Mountain

The Courage of Sarah Noble

In the unsettled West, from bears and deer to badgers 
and panthers, Laura Ingalls always manages to find 
herself caught up in animal adventures. ($5.99)

A young boy is sent on an errand over Hemlock Mountain. 
He is not so sure he likes going alone, because there may be 
bears on the mountain. ($5.99)

In 1707, eight-year-old Sarah and her father traveled 
through the wilderness to build a new home. ($5.99)

The Basic Package includes a science text, 
a devotional, and music. Each of these 

resources is scheduled in Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory. The Basic 
Package also provides a choice of math texts. Choose whether to 
order a WHOLE Basic Package, or individual pieces. If you choose to 
order a WHOLE Basic Package, choose ONE of the Basic Packages listed 
below. Each Basic Package includes God’s Wonderful Works, Morning 
Bells, Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol. II, and math. Individual prices are listed 
at the end of each item’s description.

Basic Package5
Frog and Toad All Year &
Frog and Toad Are Friends

Level 1 Basic Packages (include God’s Wonderful Works, Morning Bells, 
Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol. II, and choice of Level 1 math)
Level 1 Basic Package with Singapore Math $56.18 SAVE $9.91 
Level 1 Basic Package with Math with Confidence $73.60 SAVE $12.99 
Level 1 Basic Package with Apologia Math $98.34 SAVE $17.35

Level 2 Basic Packages (include God’s Wonderful Works, Morning Bells, 
Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol. II, and choice of Level 2 math)
Level 2 Basic Package with Singapore Math $82.87 SAVE $14.62 
Level 2 Basic Package with Math with Confidence $79.55 SAVE $14.04 
Level 2 Basic Package with Apologia Math $98.34 SAVE $17.35
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Your Basic Package includes the science text God’s Wonderful 
Works. Text pages are listed in Beyond Little Hearts for His 
Glory and correspond with the hands-on science activities 
twice every week. These engaging activities are linked with 
the history theme as well. In full-color format, students 

explore the creation of the physical world, energy, plants, heavenly 
bodies, animals, and human beings. ($16.75)

God’s Wonderful Works

This jewel of a book is filled with precious Scriptures intended 
to waken up little hearts and remind them to walk with Jesus 
each day. A related Bible verse, story, and hymn quotation are 
part of each devotion. Devotions link to Beyond Little Hearts 

for His Glory’s history theme one time a week. ($6.95)

Morning Bells

Steve Green provides a delightful way for children to 
memorize individual Bible verses. Bible memory work 
in the guide goes along with these songs virtually 

every single day of the plans. ($10.99)

Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol. II (Download)

Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory Resources

• Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin
   (Biography) ($7.99)
• King of the Wind (Adventure) ($7.99)
• Little House in the Big Woods (H. Fiction) ($8.99)
• Charlotte’s Web (Fantasy) ($8.99)
 • The Railway Children (Mystery) ($7.99)
• Pagoo (Nonfiction) ($12.99)
• The House at Pooh Corner (Humor) ($7.99)
• Follow My Leader (Realistic Fiction) ($7.99)
• Aesop’s Fables (Folk Tale) ($4.99)
 This book is also in the Extension Package 
 of Preparing Hearts for His Glory.

Classic Set [package price] ($64.52)

• William Henry Harrison (Biography) ($15.95)
• The Sword in the Tree (Adventure) ($5.99)
• Sarah Whitcher’s Story (H. Fiction) ($8.99)
• The Cricket in Times Square (Fantasy) ($7.99)
• Who Stole the Wizard of Oz? (Mystery) ($6.99)
• What Was the Gold Rush?  (Non Fiction) ($5.99)
•  Where Is the Eiffel Tower?  (Non Fiction) ($5.99)
• Mr. Popper’s Penguins (Humor) ($7.99)
• Mountain Born (Realistic Fiction) ($8.99)
• The Apple and the Arrow (Folk Tale) ($9.99)

• Helen Keller (Biography) ($5.99)
• A Lion to Guard Us (Adventure) ($6.99)
• The Cabin Faced West (H. Fiction) ($7.99)
• The Trumpet of the Swan (Fantasy) ($8.99)
• Ginger Pye (Mystery) ($7.99)
• A Bear Called Paddington (Humor) ($9.99)
• All-of-a-kind Family (Realistic Fiction) ($6.99)
• In Grandma’s Attic (Folk Tale) ($6.99)
• Who Was Laura Ingalls Wilder? (Non Fiction) ($5.99)
• What Was the Lewis and Clark Expedition? 
   (Non Fiction) ($5.99)

Girl Interest Set [package price] ($62.82)

SAVE  $11.39

SAVE  $11.09

Boy Interest Set [package price] ($72.13) SAVE  $12.73
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MATH WITH CONFIDENCE

MATH THE SINGAPORE WAY

The Deluxe 
Package gives 

you 3 carefully chosen book packs of read-alouds to choose from for 
the Storytime plans in Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory. No matter which 
set you choose, your child will be drawn in by the incredible selection of 
books! Each set of books has every type of genre represented, and all you 
have to do is simply choose ONE of the three sets or use your own.  For 
detailed descriptions of each book, see www.heartofdakota.com.

Read-Alouds: Deluxe Package6

The Level 1 Basic Package includes the First Grade Math with 
Confidence Instructor Guide and Student Workbook. The Level 2 Basic 
Package includes the Second Grade Math with Confidence Instructor 
Guide and Student Workbook. Hands-on activities use household items.

The Level 1 Basic Package includes the Primary Math 1A & 1B 
Workbooks. The Level 2 Basic Package includes the Primary Math 2A & 
2B Textbooks and Workbooks. Hands-on activities use household items.

Make math come alive! Develop strong number 
sense and a positive attitude towards math 
with fun activities like Addition Bingo, Pretend 
Store, and Scavenger Hunt! With thorough plans, 

parents can help their kids master all typical first grade 
concepts. Instructor Guide $32.95; Student Book $18.95

Short, hands-on lessons and games like Pretend 
Restaurant, Measurement Tag, and Fraction 
Bump make math fun, while memory work and 
daily review promote retention. Easy-to-use 

plans, clear directions, and answer keys help parents teach math 
confidently! Instructor Guide $34.95; Student Book $23.95

Second Grade Math with Confidence

First Grade Math with Confidence

This Christian mastery program contains tangible, 
illustrated, abstract, and application components. 
Topics have built-in review with skills and practice 

sections, while projects introduce and reinforce concepts! 
The Teaching Guide & Answer Key includes answer keys and plans for 4 
days a week for 28 weeks. The Student Text has easy-to-set-up games, 
skills practice, colorful age-appropriate lessons, and convenient tear-out 
pages. Teaching Guide & Answer Key $23; Student Text $58

Activities, projects, and games make learning fun, 
while tangible, illustrated, abstract, and application 
components teach mastery. Built-in reviews, 

practice sections, and hands-on projects cement concepts! 
The Teaching Guide & Answer Key includes answers and plans for 4 days 
a week for 28 weeks. The Student Text contains easy-to-set-up games, 
skills practice, colorful age-appropriate lessons, and convenient tear-out 
pages. Teaching Guide & Answer Key $23; Student Text $58

Apologia Exploring Creation with 
Mathematics Level 2

Apologia Exploring Creation with 
Mathematics Level 1

Hands on math activities are written in the 
Beyond... guide to accompany Math 1A & 1B. 
This approach encourages active thinking, 
communication of mathematical ideas, and 

problem solving. (Primary Math Workbooks 1A & 1B, each ($15.70) 

If you have already covered the concepts in 
Primary Mathematics 1A & 1B, you will follow 
the alternate math schedule for 2A & 2B in the 
Appendix of Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory. 

(Primary Math Textbooks and Workbooks 2A and 2B, each ($15.70)  
Answer Key 1A-3B ($8.50)

Primary Math 2A & 2B

Primary Math 1A & 1B

MATH THE APOLOGIA WAY
The Level 1 Basic Package includes the First Grade Apologia 
Level 1 Teaching Guide & Answer Key and Student Text. The Level 
2 Basic Package includes the Second Grade Apologia Level 2 
Teaching Guide & Answer Key and Student Text. A daily schedule 
and a list of suggested household items are included.
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Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory Resources

Picture the past with Beyond 
Little Hearts for His Glory’s “Visual 

History” set! Enjoy 27 picturesque read-alouds matched week by week 
to the history themes. Enjoy reading these beautiful living books to your 
children four days each week and see American history come to life! This 
set works alongside the history spines and includes the Bookmark Set 
needed to complete the new “Visual History” plans.  ($226.56)

Visual History Set7

SAVE  $83.80

Leif Eriksson

Your Life as a Settler in Colonial America

The Scarlet Stockings Spy

Sarah Morton’s Day: A Day in the Life 
of a Pilgrim Girl

The Mayflower

Three Young Pilgrims

Pocahontas: An American Princess

The Voyageur’s Paddle

Martha Washington

Rachel and Obadiah

Christopher Newport: Jamestown Explorer

Laura Ingalls Wilder

A Picture Book of Benjamin Franklin

Maple Moon

Growing up in Greenland, Leif Eriksson heard stories about 
a land far across the Atlantic Ocean. Join Leif and his Vikings’ 
crew as they explore the new world and return heroes! ($7.99)

Imagine riding in horse-drawn carriages. Dining with the 
finest silverware. Wearing fancy clothes and powdered wigs. 

But that might not be the way it really was for settlers! This book shows 
what life was truly like for settlers in Colonial America! (8.99)

Philadelphia 1777 is no place for cowards! Young America 
stands ready to fight for freedom - even the smallest of 
citizens plays the largest of parts. The role of a patriot has 

nothing to do with age… and everything to do with heart. ($16.95)

Young Sarah’s day begins at sunup! In 1627, there’s a fire to 
build, breakfast to cook, chickens to feed, and goats to milk. 
However, Sarah also has a new stepfather! Will she earn his 
love and call him father? Read this bestseller to see! ($7.99)

Step on board the Mayflower! Meet burly sailors, pilgrims, 
servants, orphaned children, and animals. This stunning 
book has cutaway diagrams of the ship, timelines, maps and 
narrative stories that bring the Mayflower to life! ($16.99)

Meet three young pilgrims who sailed on the Mayflower 
to start life in the New World! Detailed paintings show 
dark winters, hard work, the first harvest with Samoset and 

Squanto, and the joy of the original Thanksgiving feast! ($7.99)

Pocahontas is famous for saving Captain John Smith, the man 
she loved - at least that’s what legend says! Now read the well-
researched, true story of this Native American princess. ($4.99)

Young Jacques’s father is a voyageur who works many long, 
cold hours away from home. As he awaits his father’s return 
from trading, Jacques dreams of the day he will hold the 

canoe paddle and join his father. See how voyageurs’ trading posts and 
settlements opened up the West for exploration. ($19.99)

Martha was 27 when she married George Washington. She 
worked to keep their family, home, and country running well. 
Whether at a ball or on a battlefield, Martha’s determination 
and courage set high standards for future First Ladies. ($7.99)

A Nantucket whaling ship’s safe return was celebrated by 
runners like Obadiah being hired to share the news! This 
delightful story of determination and sportsmanship will 

have you cheering on Obadiah and his little sister Rachel! ($9.95)

Join Newport in his daring adventures on the high seas as a 
privateer! Sword fights, pirates, exotic foods, shipwrecks, and a 
Jamestown landing finale make this biography shine! ($19.99)

Laura grew up listening to her Pa’s tales about living on the 
prairies, in the woods, and on the plains. Enter the fascinating 
world of the little girl who once lived in a little house on the 
prairie as she shares her most treasured memories. ($7.99)

A lifelong book lover and printer, Franklin’s famous for 
sayings like “haste makes waste” and “early to bed, early to 
rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise”. An inventor 

and public servant, readers will find inspiration in Ben Franklin! ($7.99)

A native boy named Rides the Wind is able to help his 
people through a harsh winter with the discovery of 

maple syrup. Despite a physical disability, he rises above the cruel 
taunts of other children and finds joy in the “maple moon”. ($12.95)

Rembrandt and Titus: Artist and Son

The 18 Penny Goose

A Picture Book of George WashingtonThe Very First Americans

The Great Tulip Trade

Ox-Cart Man

Anna and Johanna: A Children’s Book 
Inspired by Jan Vermeer

This beautifully-illustrated book sees Rembrandt through the 
eyes of his son, Titus. Rembrandt is one of the most recognized 
and beloved painters in the world. Discover why! ($17.95)

The British are coming! The American Revolution is being 
fought near Letty Wright’s family farm, and the Wrights must 
flee. Based on a remarkable true story, brave little Letty and 
her goose will linger in the minds of all who read it. ($4.99)

Explore Washington’s early life, the Revolutionary War, and 
his impressive career as leader of the newly formed U.S. 
Readers will love learning more about the man who was 

“first in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen.” ($7.99)

Meet the very first Americans! Before Columbus landed, 
people like the Sioux, Hopi, and Seminole already made their 
homes here. But where did they live? What did they eat? How 
did they have fun? And where are they today? ($5.99)

Anna’s father gives her 8 beautiful tulips for her birthday! But 
tulips in Holland in the 1600s are more precious than gold or 
jewels, and everyone wants to barter with her for one! ($4.99)

The ox-cart man packs the shawl his wife made, the 
mittens his daughter knitted, and the brooms his son 
carved. He travels to sell his goods - even his ox. Then, 
with pockets full of coins, he wanders the market to 
buy provisions for his family. ($8.99)

One is wealthy; the other is a servant. Still, Anna and 
Johanna are friends. Born on the same day, they celebrate 
together, but a letter arrives and changes their lives 
forever. Inspired by Vermeer’s masterpieces. ($14.95)
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If you have more than one student using this 
curriculum, you will want to order additional 

copies of items that are consumable (one-per-student). In our website’s 
online store, we list all the consumable items for each guide, as well as 
the package where each item is included. In this way, you can decide 
which consumables to order based on the packages you chose to 
purchase.  See www.heartofdakota.com for consumables.

Consumables8

 How To Order Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory:

1.   Order the Economy Package.

2.   Decide whether your child is at the phonics or emerging  
 reader’s stage of reading. If your child is at the phonics   
 stage of reading, choose ONE of the following resources:    

  •  Real Phonics (ages 4-7)
      •  The Reading Lesson (ages 4-7)
      •  Reading Made Easy (ages 5-7 or older)   
     •  Your own phonics program

 Note:  Also, decide whether to purchase Miss Rhonda’s
 Readers to supplement your phonics program.

3.  If your child is a struggling reader, choose ONE of the   
 “Phonics Rescue” options:

 •  Learn to Read for Kids with Dyslexia Package (ages 6-9)
      •  Sound Bytes Reading (ages 7-11)
      •  Blast Off to Reading (ages 7-13)

4.  If your child is at the emerging reader’s stage of reading,  
 choose ONE of these two sets:

      •  Emerging Reader’s Set 1
      •  Emerging Reader’s Set 2

5.  Choose whether to order a WHOLE Basic Package, or
 individual pieces of it. If you choose to order a WHOLE Basic
 Package, choose ONE of these Basic Packages:

 A. Level 1 Basic Package (includes God’s Wonderful
  Works,  Morning Bells,  Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol 2,
  and level 1 math):
      • Level 1 Basic Package with Singapore Math
      • Level 1 Basic Package with Math with Confidence
      • Level 1 Basic Package with Apologia Math

 B. Level 2 Basic Package (includes God’s Wonderful
  Works,  Morning Bells,  Hide ‘Em in Your Heart Vol 2,
  and level 2 math):
      • Level 2 Basic Package with Singapore Math
      • Level 2 Basic Package with Math with Confidence
      • Level 2 Basic Package with Apologia Math

6.  For Read-Alouds, choose ONE of the options below:
 • Deluxe Package:  Classic Set
    • Deluxe Package:  Boy Interest Set
      • Deluxe Package:  Girl Interest Set
 • Your own set of read-alouds specific to genre

7.   Choose whether to add the Visual History Set to provide a  
 visual component to your history study.

8.   If you have more than one student,  order additional copies
 of items that are consumable.

Need some help deciding what to order?
Check out our step-by-step directions in the box below!

Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory Resources

Johnny Appleseed

Benjamin Banneker: Pioneering Scientist

Buffalo Bill

The Schoolchildren’s Blizzard

Visual History Book Mark Set

All Aboard! Elijah McCoy’s Steam Engine

Abe Lincoln: The Boy Who Loved Books

John Chapman was a gentle, religious man who 
loved the land and had a consuming interest in the 
environment. His distribution of apple seeds and trees 
across the Midwest made him a legend and left a legacy 
still enjoyed today. ($8.99)

Gazing at the stars, Benjamin longed to understand why things 
worked as they did. In a time when most black Americans were 
slaves, Benjamin lived a life of freedom and helped survey 
Washington, D.C., wrote an almanac, and courageously helped 
advance the cause of equality for African Americans. ($7.99)

Travel along on Bill’s adventures by meeting wilderness 
scout Kit Carson, signing up to carry mail on the new Pony 
Express, fighting in the Civil War, and performing in his Wild 

West Show which took him around the country for forty years. ($17.95)

When Sarah and her sister go to school on Jan. 12, 1888, a 
blizzard hits and rips the school’s roof off! Their teacher ties 
them all together with a long rope and they head out. Will 
they make it to safety in time? Based on a true story. ($8.99)

These colorful, creatively-designed, laminated bookmarks 
not only serve as handy page-markers; they also provide the 
necessary discussion questions for each day of reading. This 
set of bookmarks will come ready-to-use and will ship out as 
soon as it is completed. ($24.95)

Sons of slaves had few opportunities, but Elijah’s dreams led 
him to study mechanical engineering in Scotland. When he 
returned to the U.S., the only job he could get was shoveling 

coal. Undaunted, he invented a means of oiling the engine while it was 
running, which changed travel worldwide. ($7.95)

In a log cabin, a boy listened with delight to his ma and pa 
tell stories. He traced letters in snow. He borrowed books and 

walked miles to return them. He loved books. They changed his life. And 
as our 16th President, he changed the world. ($8.99)

This marks year 3 of HOD for me and my young 
students. We could not love it more! I enjoy how the 

teacher guides are laid out and organized, how it’s ‘open 
and go’, and easy to follow. We especially enjoy science 

and art, and the geography activities. I save those for the 
last part of the day, because they are a favorite. Probably 
the part I most enjoy is how Biblical truths are woven 

throughout the lessons, poetry, history, and read-alouds. 
Thank you for making homeschool a true blessing!

Sarah in Cabot, Arkansas

IMAGE
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Take a peek inside our beautiful Copy the Classics Notebook
for Beyond Little Hearts for His Glory.

• Sample Unit •
• Notebook Cover •

• Back Cover •
• Sample Unit •

• Sample Units •
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